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A world without 
plastic
FLASKE is a verified social enterprise and a premium drinkware com-
pany on a mission to create a lasting
environmental impact.

FLASKE positions itself as a pioneer in increasing sustainability for 
businesses in their everyday practices. Together, we work towards a 
responsible world without the unnecessary use of plastics on a larger 
scale.

We donate 10% of our annual profit to the Plastic Soup Foundation to 
support plastic-free oceans and bodies.

Whether your employees are at the office, out in the community for 
business or leisure, we offer a wide range of customised reusable 
products for everyday use. 

About FLASKE
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Cutting-edge quality double-walled vacuum insula-

tion keeps cold content cold and hot content warm.

Double-wall design prevents condensation on the 

outside, so no wet hands! 

The safest and most durable high-quality stainless 

steel on the market contains 18% chromium and 8% 

nickel. 

Customise your colours, full-colour company logo, and 

individual names and create your tailor-made gift set. 

Our robust powder coating protects all our products 

for lasting durability.

Do we need to say more?

All our products are guaranteed to be 100% BPA-free.
All FLASKE products come with a 2-year warranty.

Keep your contents where they belong! Surprise your employees and business relations with 

this 100% recycled luxury gift set.

Designed for optimal convenience and safety when 

on the road. 

Thermo FLASKE Sweat free

SS304 18/8 stainless steel. Personalise

Powder coating Easy to clean

BPA-free
Warranty

100% Leak proof Luxury gift set

Cup holder friendly

Product Key Features
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With a FLASKE you 
save on average 156 
bottles per person 
per year.

Our staple and the original product is designed to 

bring ultimate convenience for everyday purposes. 

Choose your favourite content size depending on its 

primary purpose and how much hydration you take 

in daily. 
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FLASKE Original

500ml

750ml
1L

Available Colors:

Available Colors:

Available Colors:

500ml

750ml

1L

Thermo FLASKE 

Easy to clean 100% Leak proof Warranty Luxury gift set Cup holder 
friendly

Sweat free Personalise Powder coating BPA-freeSS304 18/8
stainless steel

Made for you.
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Coffee Cup 250ml
For those of us who like their caffeine dose straight up! This compact 

and sleek cup attracts attention everywhere you go. Features tem-

perature maintenance, so whether you prefer a smoking hot or an 

iced one, count on this one to deliver.

Made for you.

Available Colors:

Thermo FLASKE 

Easy to clean Warranty Cup holder 
friendly

Sweat free Personalise Powder coating

BPA-free

SS304 18/8
stainless steel 
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Coffee Cup 350ml

Milky coffee lovers, this cup is for you. Its size is 

ideal for that early morning latte on your commute. 

Leak- and temperature proof and if you’re the type 

of patient person who starts sipping when they get 

to the office. 

Thermo FLASKE 

Easy to clean 100% Leak proof Warranty Luxury gift set Cup holder 
friendly

Sweat free Personalise Powder coating BPA-freeSS304 18/8
stainless steel

Available Colors:
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Coffee cup 380ml 

This bespoke and sturdy coffee mug comes in a wide range of colours. It’s perfectly 

suitable for those days you just need an extra kick of caffeine. As you would expect 

from us, it maintains its temperature for hours and is 100% leakproof. The lid’s open-

ing is exactly the size as you would find on the plastic lids. So, if that feature was ever 

an option to stop you from investing in a sustainable cup, that excuse now goes out 

of the window! The lid screws on seamlessly and is featured with a rubber band that 

allows for additional grip. And… We can of course personalise this coffee mug with 

names and your company logo. We think this one is a winner! 

Thermo FLASKE 

Easy to clean 100% Leak proof Warranty Luxury gift set Cup holder 
friendly

Sweat free Personalise Powder coating BPA-freeSS304 18/8
stainless steel

Available Colors:
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Camp Cup 350 ml

In a throwback to the old enamel camp cup of past generations, our Camp Cup takes on beauty, 

durability and functionality in one fell swoop, making it loveable for all the right reasons (and 

impossible to own too many).

Available Colors:Thermo FLASKE 

Easy to clean Warranty

Sweat free Personalise

Powder coatingBPA-free

SS304 18/8
stainless steel 

Your FLASKE,
your style.
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Foodpots 400ml
Soup, salad or fruit on the go? We’ve got you covered with this 

stylish and slender food pot. It holds 400gr/ml or your favourite 

on the go lunch or snack, and keeps it at the perfect temperature: 

cold for up to 8 hours cold and 6 hours hot. And of course 100% 

leak proof. 

Available Colors:

Thermo FLASKE 

Easy to clean 100% Leak proof Warranty Luxury gift set

Sweat free Personalise BPA-freeSS304 18/8
stainless steel 
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FLASKE Treat 550ml
This wide-mouth bottle is the perfect addition to your sustainable FLASKE collection. No 

more unnecessary spilling and messiness! The drinking spout makes this bottle particularly 

suitable for kids. Also, for all us adults who are a tad lazy or messy! We’re sure this one will 

become a favourite in your household. 

Available Colors:

Thermo FLASKE 

Easy to clean 100% Leak proof Warranty Luxury gift set

Sweat free Personalise Powder coating

BPA-free

SS304 18/8
stainless steel
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Tumbler 500ml
FLASKE’s Tumbler is a true companion on the road, in 

the park, and your garden. It’s especially convenient for 

those green smoothies that always look better than they 

taste. Perfect temperature guaranteed, though, makes it 

suddenly much more appealing to drink those vitamins!

Drink it, Live it

Available Colors:
Thermo FLASKE 

Easy to clean Warranty

Sweat free Personalise

Powder coatingBPA-free

SS304 18/8
stainless steel 
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Can Chiller
Characterised by a robust powder coating and double insulat-

ed walls, this can chiller is your ally when creating that perfect-

ly chilled atmosphere. Perfect for drinking in the park with your 

mates! Never again will you have to drink a lukewarm beverage and 

end up with wet hands.

Thermo FLASKE 

Easy to clean Warranty Cup holder 
friendly

Sweat free Personalise Powder coating

BPA-free

SS304 18/8
stainless steel Available Colors:

Perfect for standard & slim cans
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Wine Bottle & 2 tumblers
Drinking wine at the right temperature is absolutely essential for the experience. Drink your 

whites and rosés at a crisp temperature and reds with a mellow and ambient feel. 

The sophisticated look of FLASKE’s wine collection fits seamlessly with each occasion.

Just reach for the 
emergency boxed 
wine.

Available Colors:

Thermo FLASKE Easy to clean Warranty Luxury gift setSweat free Personalise Powder coating BPA-freeSS304 18/8
stainless steel 
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Accessories
Our accessories add additional functionality and style to your FLASKE. 

No need to unscrew a loose lid any longer. The flip-open allows for non-stop 

hydration during workout (you only need one hand!), and is very convenient for 
kids too.

Never lose your FLASKE when clipping it to your bag with this sturdy and co-

lourful carabiner.

Make your FLASKE truly your own by engraving your name or nickname. A per-

sonalised bottle makes for a perfect gift as well! 
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Protection & Gift 
packaging
All products come in a protective cover made of recycled jute fi-

bres. This keeps your FLASKE safe from scratches and it can be 

reused for other purposes. 

 

It is also possible to opt for our deluxe gift packaging. This circular 

case is made of 100% recycled cardboard, FSC Certified. From 

500 items at a price of €1,- extra per piece, it is possible to design 

the packaging entirely to your own liking. This will make you stand 

out from the crowd even more! 
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We pride ourselves on offering bespoke customisation. Our clear-cut engraving process offers the option to design to your exact liking, whether it 

is for yourself or a loved one. 

Additionally, our customised corporate designs offer the opportunity to stand out from the crowd. Gifting your current team, new employees, and 

new business relations will increase your exposure worldwide. By gifting them a meaningful, convenient and sustainable gift, they will take your brand 

everywhere they go.
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Laser logo

Sleek & slender, this design puts 
your branded FLASKE right in

people’s vision.
Carving away the powder coating 

reveals your branding as an
in-depth dimension.

3D Color logo

Add premium touch with a 3D 
logo. This is a thick powder coat-

ing logo that lasts forever! 

Full color logo 

This technique allows for limitless 
possibilities of colours and art-
work and will bring out the finer 

details that represent your brand. 
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Customize with Flaske

Provide your sales representative with 

a list of the selected SKUs and artwork 

you’d like to use on the vessels

Our dedicated design team will 

generate mock-ups so you can 

preview your custom product & 

make an necessary changes.

Prior to placing your order we 

will  send over a formal proof to 

ensure artwork is the size, color 

and placement you desire

We will work closely with our 

customization partners to get 

your order printed with attention 

to quality punctuality

Product Selection Artwork Placement Customization Process
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Price List

FLASKE Original 500ml

FLASKE Original 750ml

FLASKE Original 1L

Coffee Cup 250ml

Coffee Cup 350ml

Coffee Cup 380ml

Camp Cup 350ml

Food Pot 400ml

FLASKE Treat 550ml

Tumbler 500ml

Can Chiller

Wine Bottle & 2 Tumblers

Laser logo

3D Color logo

Full color printing

Engraving names

Colored lid

Sports lid

Free of charge

€2.95

€2.95

€2.95

€2.95

€3.95

From 50 pieces

From 100 pieces

From 500 pieces

Model / Quantity 30 - 100 100 - 500 501 - 1000 1001 - 3000

€18.95

€20.95

€22.95

€16.95

€18.95

€18.95

€16.95

€18.95

€18.95

€18.95

€16.95

€32.95

€16.95

€18.95

€20.95

€14.95

€16.95

€16.95

€14.95

€16.95

€16.95

€16.95

€14.95

€29.95

€14.95

€16.95

€18.95

€13.95

€14.95

€14.95

€13.95

€14.95

€14.95

€14.95

€13.95

€27.95

€13.95

€15.95

€17.95

€12.95

€13.95

€13.95

€12.95

€14.95

€13.95

€13.95

€12.95

€24.95
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Glad to see that our employees no longer use 

plastic bottles. They are proud to have a sus-

tainable bottle. The bottles are of high quality 

and look great. This makes the motivation to 

drink more tap water easier’’.

Happy to see that all our employees have a 

branded bottle with their name on it. Drinks 

stay both cold and hot, perfect!

Very satisfied with the quality and the good 

customer service. They kept us updated in 

every step of the process and we received 

our bottles within a short time. Would highly 

recommend this brand.’’

Marielle Visser - HR Director

Ingo Quellhorst - Consultant

Yee Yan Cheung - Marketing director
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www.flaske.com

In 2021 we saved 1.078.120 plastic bottles from entering our oceans

VISIT NOW


